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A MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

WE ARE HERE
IN UNCERTAIN TIMES
Dear Valued Customer:
Like most every industry,
construction has been affected by
the COVID-19 pandemic. No one
knows for sure what tomorrow will
bring in these uncertain times. One
thing you can count on, however, is
that we at H&E Equipment Services
will continue to offer around-theclock sales and service support.

Brad Barber, CEO and President
H&E Equipment Services
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This issue of your H&E Advantage
magazine highlights the diverse
lineup of Komatsu equipment
that we carry. Some of it is
very technologically advanced,
such as the intelligent Machine
Control (iMC) dozers and
excavators that were introduced
several years ago. Read about
iMC 2.0, which has new features,
including Proactive Dozing Control,
that can make dozing up to 60%
more productive than previous
generation models.

Komatsu’s smallest standard
excavator, the PC130-11, performs
its role like a champion. It is a basic
digging machine that fits into nearly
any operation and can be hauled on a
tag trailer. Find out more inside.
Komatsu builds impressive specialty
machines as well, such as the new
WA800-8 wheel loader – made for
big applications. The WA800-8 is a
great loader for quarries, and with
features like automatic dig, semi-auto
approach and semi-auto dump, it
can make operators more effective in
V-cycle loading.
As always, if there is anything we can
do for you, please contact us. We are
always here to help.
Sincerely,
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SALUTE TO A CUSTOMER

ROCK’S TRUCKING LLC
HUSBAND-WIFE TEAM BUILD EARTHMOVING, TRUCKING COMPANY
BY PROVIDING OUTSTANDING SERVICE
“We had accumulated earthmoving
equipment and were heavily into moving
dirt, which remains our main focus today.
Our services include land clearing, pad
construction for everything from houses
to wells for oil and gas companies,
sitework for driveways and parking lots,
and building ponds and levees. We take
on a wide range of jobs in the residential
and commercial markets.”
Rock’s Trucking currently has 12 staff
members and usually works within a
60-mile radius of Belle Rose. About five
years ago, Rock brought trucking back
into the mix.

Rock and Melissa Scioneaux own and operate Rock’s Trucking LLC. The Belle Rose-based company provides
earthwork and hauling services to a wide range of customers in southern Louisiana.

Ask around the Belle Rose, La., area
for Dell Scioneaux and most people will
probably say they don’t know who that
is. But, if you mention you’re looking for
“Rock,” the reaction is quite different.
“My dad started calling me Rock when
I was little, and it stuck,” said Rock,
who along with his wife, Melissa, own
and operate Rock’s Trucking LLC.
“That’s how everyone knows me.”
It’s a most appropriate name for
someone who makes his living moving
earth, including dirt, sand, and yes,
rock. The man behind Rock’s Trucking
has been doing that for most of his life.
Go online or scan this
QR code using an app
on your smartphone
to discover more.
HE-advantage.com
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“My family farmed sugar cane; and on
the side, my parents had contracts to
haul sand and gravel for a concrete
plant,” recalled Rock. “They started with
one truck and eventually built it into a
trucking company that all seven of us
kids were involved in. After my father’s
passing in 1989, my mother continued to
successfully operate the family trucking
business. In the late 1990s with my
mother’s support and encouragement,
Melissa and I were able to venture out
and start our own business.”
Similar to his parents, Rock started
with one truck. He and Melissa slowly
grew the business, and it became
Rock’s Trucking LLC in 2004 with
the couple as Managing Members.
However, trucking has not always been
the mainstay of the business.
“Within a year after we became an LLC,
the trucks were gone,” said Melissa.

“Business really took off, and we had
jobs where we needed trucks,” said
Melissa. “We bought one, and then
kept adding more. Now, we have six
tri-axles and an 18-wheeler that’s used
to pull an end dump, a lowboy and a
flatbed. Most of the time our guys are
hauling for Rock’s Trucking, but we do
contract out to other companies.”

BIGGER, MORE COMPLEX JOBS
In addition, Rock’s Trucking operates
three dirt pits and continues to work
under a maintenance contract for a
company that produces brine.
“The brine plant has been a big part of
our success and growth,” Rock pointed
out. “I started cutting grass with a small
tractor and a bush hog, weed eating,
digging with a shovel – anything I could
do for them, I did. They let me put my
foot in the door and show them what I
could do. I proved myself, and the more
I did, the more they gave me. We have
one guy and a couple machines in there
full time now.”
A plant manager told Rock that if he
had a state contractor’s license, he
could bid on bigger jobs. Roughly eight

A Rock’s Trucking LLC operator levels dirt with a Komatsu D61PX-24 dozer at one of the company’s dirt pits. “I believe Komatsu dozers are the best, bar none,” stated
Owner Rock Scioneaux. “The reliability is outstanding, and that’s critical when you’re working in remote locations like we sometimes do with the drilling pads. I don’t
think we’ve ever had an issue. You get in them in the morning, turn the key and they run all day.”

years ago, Rock obtained it and has
since done some major undertakings for
the brine company, including working
as the general contractor on a large
remediation project.
“Eventually, they approached me about
constructing drilling pad sites,” said Rock.
“Those are challenging because the areas
they go in are swampy. The trees have to
be cleared out with excavators mounted
on pontoons, which we subcontract.
Then, we haul in sand and build up the
land. Where once there was an area you
couldn’t walk on, now is a site they can
lay mats on and drill wells.”

LOYAL TO H&E
For the better part of the last two
decades, Komatsu equipment has been
a staple in the fleet at Rock’s Trucking.
The service it received from the start and
continues to get from H&E Equipment
Services has played a big role in that.
Today, the company works closely with
H&E Sales Rep Anthony Simon.
Continued . . .

Rock’s Trucking Owner Rock Scioneaux places dirt on a house pad with a Komatsu D39PX-24 dozer. “One
improvement over the years is the design that moved the radiator to the back and the cab basically to the
middle of the dozer,” said Rock. “That moved the operator forward, so they have great visibility to the blade
and the machine is better balanced.”
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“I started with a used Komatsu D31
dozer that I bought back in 2007,”
Rock remembered. “It didn’t have
a cab, and I wanted one that did. In
fact, I had my machine sold and was
using it to finish up a job at the time. I
had trouble getting pricing and what I
needed from a couple of other brands I
was looking at, so I called H&E. Within
an hour, they had a sales rep on site. I
told him the situation. He said he could
get me a new D31 within a couple
months. In the meantime, they let me
use one from their rental fleet until what
I ordered was ready. From that day
on, I have been very loyal to H&E, and

Anthony is carrying on that tradition of
excellent service.”
Currently, Rock’s Trucking has
D39PX-24, D51PX-24 and D61PX-24
dozers. It chooses the wide-track PX
models for their low ground pressure
and ability to float over southern
Louisiana’s often soft ground conditions.
Rock also likes that the D39 and D51
can be loaded on tag trailers and hauled
behind a dump truck to get from one job
to another quickly.
“I believe Komatsu dozers are the best,
bar none,” Rock stated. “The reliability
is outstanding, and that’s critical when

you’re working in remote locations like
we sometimes do with the drilling pads.
I don’t think we’ve ever had an issue.
You get in them in the morning, turn the
key and they run all day.
“One improvement over the years is
the design that moved the radiator to
the back and the cab basically to the
middle of the dozer,” he added. “That
moved the operator forward, so they
have great visibility to the blade and the
machine is better balanced.”
In addition to dozers, Rock’s Trucking
runs a PC170LC-10 excavator for
general digging and a WA320-5 wheel
loader to move materials in its pits.
“Like the dozers, they are productive,
and H&E helps me keep them that
way,” said Rock. “The newer machines
have Komatsu CARE, so H&E tracks
them with Komtrax and calls me to
schedule service. For the older ones,
they keep parts in stock so I have them
when needed.

Rock’s Trucking uses a Komatsu WA320-5 wheel loader to move materials at one of its three dirt pits.

“I remember going to an open house at
the Baton Rouge branch and meeting
the president of H&E. I told him I could
not believe how well I was treated
as a small contractor. He said that if
they didn’t earn my business then, I
probably would not go back to them
when I grew. He was right. That says
a lot about H&E and its customerservice philosophy. I have referred
quite a number of people to them over
the years.”

LOOKING AHEAD
The Scioneauxs have been running
nearly nonstop for several years to
ensure the success of Rock’s Trucking.
While they are not ready to give up the
business anytime soon, they do believe
that slowing down is possible sometime
in the not-too-distant future.
“We both still like what we do and want
to maintain a solid business,” said
Melissa. “At the same time, we would
like to back off a little.”

(L-R) H&E Equipment Services Sales Rep Anthony Simon meets with Rock’s Trucking Owners Melissa and
Rock Scioneaux. “Anthony and H&E take great care of us,” said Rock. “From day one they have been there to
help us and given us great service every step of the way. Anthony is a pleasure to work with and checks in
with us on a regular basis.”
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“I agree,” Rock added. “My son, Lundey,
works in the business as an operator
and truck driver, and there is a chance
that maybe he will take over someday.
We are not sure where it’s going to go,
but that’s in the cards. For the time
being, we will continue to provide our
customers with excellent service and
focus on what we do best.”

“WE PUSH EVERYTHING
TO THE LIMITS.”
MORE RELIABLE.
“How does Komatsu work for our construction business? First it’s
their reliable, quality designed and built equipment. We can’t afford
downtime, and Komatsu’s products are number one in our book.
The support we receive from our dealer is outstanding as well.
Training, parts, financing–we have experienced the best
personal care with Komatsu. They just work best for us!”

Hunter and Clint Shackelford
Shackelford Construction / Yazoo City, MS

That’s why I am Komatsu
komatsuamerica.com
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COUNT ON OKADA.
Okada America, Inc. has a wide variety of
Attachments: Breakers. Demolition Shears.
Crushers. Pulverizers. Processors. Grapples.
Compactors. Screening Buckets. These
attachments are precision-engineered,
productive and dependable. You can Count
on Okada.
Okada is proud to have H&E Equipment
Services as part of the Okada America, Inc.
distributor network providing our valued
customers in the greater Louisiana and
Arkansas areas with the full line of Okada
products. Visit an H&E location today.

CALL TODAY!
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Little Rock 501-568-7867
Springdale 479-927-1672

LOUISIANA
Alexandria 318-443-7173
Baton Rouge 225-356-6113
Kenner 504-467-5906

Lafayette 337-837-9600
Lake Charles 337-528-2661
New Orleans 504-689-5200
Shreveport 318-746-5272
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TIPS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

ESSENTIAL PREPARATION
RESPONSE AND RECOVERY PLANS ARE KEY TO SUCCESSFULLY
WEATHERING A VARIETY OF EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

Troy Tepp, Director, Safety Services, Sentry Insurance

One of the main factors in successful
project completion is preplanning.
That’s also a key element in responding
to an emergency situation or crisis,
according to Troy Tepp, Director, Safety
Services, Sentry Insurance.
“Predicting when those events will
occur is nearly impossible, and that’s
why it’s essential to be prepared with
response plans; thoughtful preplanning
that addresses potential scenarios is
vital,” said Tepp, whose webinar for
the Associated Equipment Distributors
titled “Developing Your Emergency
Response & Recovery Plans – Before
They’re Needed” outlined what
businesses need to focus on during
a crisis. He suggests starting by
establishing goals and priorities.
“The top priority within any emergency
response plan must always be
developing procedures that prioritize the
protection of lives and the safety of your
staff, customers and any other visitors to
your facilities,” said Tepp. “Keep in mind

Response and recovery plans help ensure your business is well-prepared to handle risks and emergency
situations. “Predicting when those events will occur is nearly impossible, and that’s why it’s essential to
be prepared with response plans; thoughtful preplanning that addresses potential scenarios is vital,”
said Troy Tepp, Director, Safety Services, Sentry Insurance.

your procedures also need to account for
employees outside of your fixed-based
operations, such as field personnel,
drivers and equipment operators.”
Once life-safety priorities have been
addressed, a focus on procedures to
stabilize sites and protect buildings,
premises and other key assets is the next
step. Plans to protect sensitive records,
monies kept on site and other assets
should follow.

PRIMARY RISKS
Tepp emphasized that risk assessment
is fundamental to the preplanning and
development process. He advises firms

to take into account three primary risks,
including natural events such as tornadoes,
fires, severe storms, hurricanes, ice and
snow and flooding. “These are the most
likely risks firms face. Where you conduct
business should be factored in. If you are
a contractor who works across various
regions, or all parts of the country, you must
have every type of weather in your plan.”
Additional risk considerations are
human incidents such as medical
injuries, robbery or even bomb threats,
according to Tepp. The final type of risk
is technological occurrences, such as
data breaches.
Continued . . .
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Pre-incident planning and awareness
is another important step. Items under
consideration can include alarms,
public-alert and surveillance systems;
site communication capabilities;
communication with remote staff;
municipal agency support resources;
staff expertise, skill development and
special needs; and evacuation routes and
shelter spaces.
Tepp used a tornado as an example
of how to align risk assessment with
planning and awareness. “If that is one
of your foreseeable emergencies, begin
to create a plan by identifying the alarms
and alerts that identify these events,”
said Tepp. “Then, you develop action that
mitigates the risk, such as designating a
shelter or shelters. You will also want to
clearly identify them as such with signage
and train staff to know where shelters are
located and that they should immediately
proceed to the shelters if they hear the
alarms. You also need to designate and
train staff members to assist those with
special needs. If personnel are off-site,
have a communication plan to check on
their safety and well-being.”
The example outlined above is part of
the phase that Tepp calls Designing Your
Response Procedures. Responses should

be specific, define roles and responsibilities
and activate an assigned response team.
“These procedures will be unique for each
scenario – no response is likely to be
identical for any two emergencies,” said
Tepp. “Along with response procedures and
staff responsibilities, document specific steps
for notification, ongoing communication and
your planned role for municipal emergency
response services. These service providers
can help in developing plans and are often
willing to assist with annual training and drills.
Monitoring staff performance and identifying
areas to improve and modify may be part of
assessing training and drills.”
To prepare effectively, a business recovery
plan is needed, according to Tepp, who said
the plan should designate a preassigned
business recovery team. Other elements
of the plan can be determining essential
versus support staff, creating recovery
operations, outlining IT needs, looking at
communication considerations, preparing
daily progress updates and planning phased
recovery, testing and training.
“Reporting the incident to your insurance
carrier in a timely manner should be your
first step (after an incident has occurred);
the faster it’s reported, the quicker an
investigation can occur and reimbursements

can be made. Your team will oversee a
successful recovery by putting the plans
in place that you developed to deal with
emergency events.”

COVERING COVID
In addition to his formal presentation,
Tepp touched on how to respond to
major unforeseen incidents, such as
the COVID-19 crisis. He said that an
addendum to plans already in place or
a section devoted to infectious diseases
is a good idea – with a caveat.
“This event really came out of
nowhere, so most people had not
addressed something like it,” said Tepp.
“Businesses should consider having
some personal protective equipment
on hand, such as masks, but not
go overboard. It can be expensive;
expiration dates come into play for
items stored long term, and having
large numbers of such items is likely
unnecessary in most cases.”
Editor’s Note: This article contains information
from a webinar Troy Tepp of Sentry Insurance
created for the Associated Equipment
Distributors and from a conversation with Tepp.
It is for information purposes only and provides
insight for businesses in our industry.
70-955
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Natural events, such as severe weather, happen across the United States. “These are the most likely risks firms face,” said Troy Tepp, Director, Safety Services, Sentry
Insurance. “Where you conduct business should be factored in. If you are a contractor who works across various regions, or all of the country, you must have every type
of weather in your plan.”
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The Advantage is

Experience
For over 20 years, Vacuworx has set the standard
for vacuum lifting in the field. In addition to
offering the best vacuum lifting systems on the
market, Vacuworx also delivers unparalleled service
and technical support, backed by experience no
one else can copy.
Find out how much faster, safer, and smarter your
crew can be using Vacuworx lifting systems and put
the Vacuworx Advantage to work for you.

vacuworx.com

CALL TODAY!
ARKANSAS
Little Rock 501-568-7867
Springdale 479-927-1672

LOUISIANA
Alexandria 318-443-7173
Baton Rouge 225-356-6113
Kenner 504-467-5906

H&E is proud to offer the full line of Vacuworx products, with most
available for delivery within 24 to 48 hours at select locations.

Lafayette 337-837-9600
Lake Charles 337-528-2661
New Orleans 504-689-5200
Shreveport 318-746-5272
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

MOBILE MACHINE
NEW EXCAVATOR OFFERS FAST CYCLE TIMES, HIGH PRODUCTIVITY
IN MACHINE DESIGNED FOR EASY TRANSPORT ON TAG TRAILER

Andrew Earing, Komatsu Product Manager

Whether you’re a contractor just
starting out or an established
firm running multiple pieces
of equipment, a basic digging
machine likely suits your
operation. Easy transport from job
to job is an added bonus.
“Not all projects involve moving
massive amounts of dirt: take, for
instance, agricultural applications
such as field tile repair to light
utility and municipal work,” said
Andrew Earing, Komatsu Product
Manager. “With fast cycle times, a
maximum digging depth of more
than 17 feet and high productivity,
the new PC130-11 is a good fit.”

Go online or scan this
QR code using an app
on your smartphone
to discover more.
HE-advantage.com
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Brief Specs on Komatsu’s PC130-11 Excavator
Model

Operating Weight

Net Horsepower

Bucket Capacity

PC130-11

28,660 lb

97.2 hp

0.76 cu yd

Komatsu’s smallest conventional tail-swing excavator, the PC130-11, is a versatile digging machine for
projects such as field tile installation, light utility and municipal work. It can be moved on a tag trailer
with capacity to spare.

Earing added that the excavator is
highly portable. Komatsu’s smallest
conventional tail swing can be
moved with a tag trailer and still
have capacity to spare for additional
support equipment.
“Mobility is a real asset with the
PC130-11,” said Earing. “When a
contractor finishes one job, they can
quickly load this excavator and be
on the way to the next. When they
get there, it’s a matter of minutes
to unload and start digging. That
increases production time.”

READY FOR THE CHALLENGE
Earing added that like all Komatsu
equipment, the PC130-11 is built for
the long haul and for versatility.
“It has steel castings in the boom
foot, boom nose and arm tip,” he
said. “That provides durability for
years to come. Additionally, the
excavator is available with plus-one
piping as an option, so you can run
attachments, such as a thumb or
hammer, providing the capability to
perform multiple applications and
potentially boost profits.”

“WE’RE NOT A BIG COMPANY,
BUT KOMATSU TREATS US
LIKE WE ARE.”
BETTER SUPPORT.
“My cousin Thomas and I started our construction company on a wing and a prayer.
We couldn’t have done it without the financing, training, tech assistance and support we received
from Komatsu and our distributor. The products are top quality. They make us efficient at our job, and
feel connected—like they want to be our partner in this. That’s why Komatsu works for us!”

Brian (left) and Thomas Cronin / Prosperity Construction / Jackson, MS

That’s why I am Komatsu
komatsuamerica.com
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PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

EASIER TO FILL
AUTOMATIC, SEMI-AUTO SYSTEMS IN NEW WHEEL LOADER
ASSIST OPERATORS DURING V-CYCLE LOADING

Quick Specs on Komatsu’s WA800-8 Quarry, Aggregate, Mining Wheel Loader
Robert Hussey, Komatsu Product Marketing Manager

Experienced operators know that
V-cycle loading can be a challenging
application that takes time to master.
One way to speed up the learning curve
is with machinery features that assist
in automating the process, according
to Robert Hussey, Komatsu Product
Marketing Manager.
“Several factors are part of a successful
loading cycle, including proper digging
into the pile to get a full bucket,
approaching the truck, dumping, backing
up and turning,” said Hussey. “Helping
new operators become proficient as
quickly as possible is essential. We took
that into account when designing our
updated quarry, aggregate and mining
loaders, including the new WA800-8.”

Go online or scan this
QR code using an app
on your smartphone
to discover more.
HE-advantage.com
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Operating Weight

Net Horsepower

Bucket Capacity

Ideal Truck Match

254,700 lb

854 hp

15 cu yd

60- to 100-ton

With automatic dig, semi-automatic approach and semi-automatic dump systems, the WA800-8 assists
operators in V-cycle loading. “Helping new operators become proficient more quickly is essential. We took
that into account as we began designing our updated quarry, aggregate and mining loaders, including the
new WA800-8,” said Robert Hussey, Komatsu Product Marketing Manager.

Hussey highlighted three key systems
that contribute to productivity and
efficiency, which can be used together or
separately to automate the work phases
when V-cycle loading haul trucks:
• Automatic dig optimizes bucket load,
actuating the bucket tilt and lifting
operations by sensing the pressure
applied to the work equipment.
• Semi-automatic approach raises the
boom automatically when reversing out
of the pile. The lift arms elevate until
reaching the upper setting of the boom
positioner, allowing the operator to focus
on the travel path of the loader.
• Semi-automatic dump automatically
raises the lift arms and dumps the bucket
with the push of a button. After dumping,
it levels the bucket and returns the lift

arms to the lower boom positioner setting;
however, the lift arms will not lower until
the bucket has cleared the truck.

NEW BUCKET DESIGN,
CUSTOMER-REQUESTED FEATURES
The WA800-8’s bucket has a new shape
that includes an increased radius and
floor inclination that make it easier to fill
and retain material. The spill guard was
adjusted to give operators improved
visibility to the pile, and sweeper wings
on either side protect the front tires.
“We also responded to customer
requests by introducing a modulation
clutch for optimal tractive effort and
throttle lock that improves cycle times
by maintaining high work-equipment
performance and saves fuel with
auto-deceleration.”

CALL TODAY!
ARKANSAS
Little Rock 501-568-7867
Springdale 479-927-1672

LOUISIANA
Alexandria 318-443-7173
Baton Rouge 225-356-6113
Kenner 504-467-5906

Lafayette 337-837-9600
Lake Charles 337-528-2661
New Orleans 504-689-5200
Shreveport 318-746-5272
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CASE STUDY

GETTING AN ‘A’ FOR ACCURACY
CONTRACTOR KEEPS MOVING WITH A FLEET OF
INTELLIGENT MACHINE CONTROL AND STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Kelly Fulfer, Owner/President
Before earning his high school diploma,
Kelly Fulfer was an experienced operator
who had chosen a career path in
construction. As a teen, he worked part
time for a contractor and was running a
backhoe by his junior year.
“During my senior year I had only a couple
of classes, so I worked during the day,
too,” recalled Fulfer. “If the project was
close to the school, I would just drive the
backhoe between there and the job site.”
Today, Fulfer spends less time on
machinery and more on overseeing
his business, Superior Construction &
Excavating, which is a full-service sitework
company that also has its own gravel pits.
The business typically runs 12 to 15 jobs
at once. Recent assignments included a
subdivision that called for excavating a
Go online or scan this
QR code using an app
on your smartphone
to discover more.
HE-advantage.com
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Superior Construction & Excavating Operator Justin
Bollinger fine grades dirt with a Komatsu intelligent
Machine Control D61PXi-24 dozer. “The accuracy is
spot-on, no matter the application,” said Bollinger.
“I love that there are no masts and cables to deal
with. Setup is easy. Once a model is downloaded,
it’s a matter of getting in the machine, doing a
quick calibration and letting it do the work.”
pond with close to 270,000 cubic yards of
dirt that was kept on site and spread for fill
and grading.

truck drivers can dump them. The blade
holds grade no matter how fast I push or
what material I’m placing.”

SPOT-ON ACCURACY IN ALL MATERIALS
Superior Construction & Excavating
operators used Komatsu intelligent Machine
Control (iMC) D61PXi-23 and D61PXi-24
dozers to construct the ponds, build
subgrade for roads and level lots.

Fulfer acquired the iMC dozers not long
after he started using standard Komatsu
equipment in his fleet. He now has more
than 20 machines, including excavators,
dozers, wheel loaders and articulated
dump trucks.

“The accuracy is spot-on, no matter the
application,” said Operator Justin Bollinger.
“I love that there are no masts and cables
to deal with. Setup is easy. Once a model
is downloaded, it’s a matter of getting in
the machine, doing a quick calibration and
letting it do the work. If you have an area to
fill, it will place the materials as fast as the

“We had hydraulic component issues with
another brand and that led to a need to
rebuild several engines in a short time,
so we took a look at Komatsu,” said
Fulfer. “(Our distributor) put together an
impressive package of machines. Equally
important is service. (They) have been
excellent to work with.”
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ADVANCED TECHnoLoGY
OF A

WORLD LEADER

®

From World First to World Leader

Innovation and quality are what Takeuchi is known for.
Our family of great machines has been a part of the
construction industry for over 50 years. When
PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY and PROFIT matter, you
deserve a world leader on your team. Takeuchi offers a
wide range of excavators, track loaders, wheel loaders
and skid steer loaders to help you get your job done.
Takeuchi Fleet Management
is available on most models.
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PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

FULLY EQUIPPED
REDESIGNED TAKEUCHI COMPACT TRACK LOADER
FEATURES NEW AUTOMOTIVE-STYLE CAB
For contractors looking to add a
do-it-all track loader that can deliver
impressive results on any job site,
the new Takeuchi TL8R-2 compact
track loader checks that box and
then some. The newly revamped
9,185-pound TL8R-2 provides superior
power, strength and maneuverability
in addition to a radial lift design
that delivers a tipping load of
6,041 pounds.
“Takeuchi is excited to release the
completely redesigned TL8R-2,” said
Keith Kramlich, National Product and
Training Manager. “Takeuchi prides
itself on a continuing tradition of
innovation and advancing technology,
and the TL8R-2 is a perfect example of
that. Operators will feel more strength,
performance, maneuverability,
versatility and efficiency in this
machine, increasing their profits.”
The track loader is equipped with
a Tier 4 Final, 74.3-horsepower
turbocharged engine. The diesel
oxidation catalyst and diesel
particulate filter minimize emissions for
a clean and efficient operation.
The TL8R-2 also features individualized
operation modes, including Creep
Mode for models equipped with
high-flow auxiliary hydraulics. Creep
Mode enables operators to precisely
match the forward speed of the
machine to a particular attachment
without the need to constantly adjust
the travel lever. It’s ideal when using
attachments that require a consistent,
repeatable travel speed, such as
during milling and trenching.

DESIGNED FOR OPERATORS
While technology and on-site
performance have been enhanced,

Quick Specs for the Takeuchi TL8R-2 Compact Track Loader
Model

Weight

Horsepower

Tipping Load

Bucket Width

TL8R-2

9,185 lb

74.3 hp

6,041 lb

5 ft, 6 in

Takeuchi’s newly redesigned TL8R-2 compact track loader features a Tier 4 Final, 74.3-horsepower
turbocharged engine and a full complement of operational upgrades.

Takeuchi took steps to help improve
operator performance as well.
The automotive-style cab boasts a
5.7-inch multi-informational color
display with a rearview camera and
a sealed rocker switch bank. The
design helps boost performance and
functionality by providing a wider
range of information to the operator.

Also standard on the TL8R-2 are the
low-effort pilot controls and proportional
auxiliary switch that give the operator the
precision needed to work more efficiently
in a comfortable, fatigue-free environment.
The TL8R-2 offers a pressurized
cab equipped with a roll-up door, air
conditioning, heat, defrost, front wiper and
an optional AM/FM/Bluetooth radio.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY

ANALYZING YOUR ASPHALT
NEW TECHNOLOGY ALLOWS TRACKING OF COMPACTION
IN REAL TIME FROM ANY LOCATION
As technology continues to influence
the construction industry in new and
exciting ways, the need for reliable
compaction will remain. With this
comes an increased demand for
efficiency and transparency, which
HAMM addresses with its WITOS
HCQ (High Compaction Quality)
solution. This web-based application
provides live-tracking of rollers in
order to deliver improved analysis in
asphalt construction and earthwork.
Now, WITOS HCQ introduces a
trendsetting addition to its HCQ
Navigator system that allows users to
track progress in real time. A simple
browser-based operation is used
because WITOS HCQ was designed
as a web application. During
compaction work, data is transmitted
directly from the rollers to the WITOS
portal via cellular radio.

SIMPLIFIED SITE MANAGEMENT
No matter the location, users can
access the information collected
through this application. The job site
can be viewed in real time with the
system’s live mode, which shows
the roller’s geographic position in
various map views. With WITOS
HCQ, managers can stay informed
about detailed construction progress
at all times.
Users can control the processes and
make decisions based on qualified
information. This equates to savings
in travel costs and enables quality
improvements to be achieved
through timely interventions.
Regulatory authorities or consultants
can also be involved in monitoring

HAMM’s new WITOS HCQ system records and displays all data gathered by connected HAMM rollers during
the compaction process, providing real-time analysis from any location.

compaction progress with a
suitable interface. This ensures the
confidentiality and integrity of the
data because access permissions
can be granted separately to different
people for each part of a project.
After work is completed, WITOS
HCQ offers other advantages. The
automatic storage of data on the
WITOS portal greatly simplifies
the backup process. From that
portal, project data is available
for subsequent analysis and
documentation purposes.

WITOS HCQ has completed testing in
both Europe and the United States. One
test was conducted in Palmyra, Mo.,
where data collected on the job was
seamlessly exchanged between
the GPS receiver used in the HCQ
Navigator and the system used by the
construction companies.

Go online or scan this
QR code using an app
on your smartphone
to discover more.
HE-advantage.com
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KOMATSU AND YOU

ADVOCATING FOR YOU
MIKE GIDASPOW SAYS THAT THE FEATURES AND TECHNOLOGY IN
EQUIPMENT ARE THE RESULT OF CONNECTING WITH CUSTOMERS
QUESTION: During the past few years,
Komatsu has emphasized talking with
customers in the field. Why is that
so important?

This is one of a series of articles
based on interviews with key
people at Komatsu discussing
the company’s commitment to
its customers in the construction
and mining industries – and their
visions for the future.
Mike Gidaspow, Director, Sales and Marketing, U.S. Central and Canadian Regions
Mike Gidaspow said that when he joined Komatsu it fulfilled a childhood wish. He
started with the company as a test engineer executing performance and stress
testing of equipment.
“Growing up, I had visions of working for a car-review magazine and performance
testing automobiles,” said Gidaspow. “Construction equipment was pretty close, so
it was a bit of a dream come true.”
Komatsu was Gidaspow’s second job after graduating from Illinois Tech with a degree
in mechanical engineering. It has since led to a 20-year career with the company and
an MBA from the University of Chicago. During that time, Gidaspow has held several
positions in design engineering, strategy, product marketing and sales.
In his current role as Director, Sales and Marketing, U.S. Central and Canadian
Regions, Gidaspow works directly with Komatsu distributors to acquire
equipment and assists them in helping their customers find the right machinery
to fit their needs.
“There are new challenges and opportunities every day in this industry,”
Gidaspow stated. “When you work with an individual or a company to come
up with solutions that make their business more efficient and potentially more
profitable, that’s a real win for everyone. And the equipment is fun. That’s what
makes this career so enjoyable.”
When he’s not in the field with distributors and customers, Gidaspow enjoys
spending time with his family traveling, biking and doing other outdoor activities.
He and his wife, Julie, have two sons.
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ANSWER: Those visits with contractors
and individuals give us tremendous
perspective about what’s happening in
the industries we serve. What challenges
are they facing? What are their pain points
with equipment? We use that information
and feedback to develop machines and
support solutions that are designed
to increase efficiency and production
and, hopefully, make the end user
more profitable.
QUESTION: That’s surely been a
challenge with COVID-19. How are
you adapting?
ANSWER: Much like everyone else, we are
doing a lot of remote video conferencing.
There have been some growing pains but
also positives, such as the ability to “meet”
and talk with more people each day. It’s
not the same as talking face-to-face,
shaking hands and being on a job site –
and we hope to be able to get back to that
very soon – but it’s a fair substitute.
At CONEXPO, we placed a strong
emphasis on Smart Construction and
its ability to increase efficiencies with
technology. A big component of it is having
fewer people on the job site and more
people working remotely. That seems to
have gained acceptance faster with the
current situation. Customers have really
embraced remote technology, such as
Komtrax and intelligent Machine Control,
to monitor and manage their machinery.
QUESTION: Do you see this as
a long-term trend?
ANSWER: We were already seeing it
to some degree, but it appears to have

In-the-field conversations provide Komatsu with firsthand feedback on what customers seek to make their operations more efficient and productive. “Those visits with
contractors and individuals give us tremendous perspective about what’s happening in the industries we serve,” said Mike Gidaspow, Director, Sales and Marketing,
U.S. Central and Canadian Regions. “We use that information and feedback to develop machines and support solutions that are designed to increase efficiency and
production and, hopefully, make the end user more profitable.”

accelerated under the circumstances.
Customers are asking what tools we
have to help them better function in this
situation, and we believe they will continue
to do more and more going forward.
QUESTION: Will technology continue to
play an ever-increasing role?
ANSWER: It certainly will, and the faster
equipment users accept and implement
it, the faster they will see the positives.
Technology is transforming construction.
It’s giving companies the ability to get
results in less time. Drone surveys provide
actionable data that can be acted on
much more quickly than with traditional
surveying methods. Remote file transfer
to an intelligent machine delivers real-time
information about changes to plans. That
replaces driving to the job site. Those
are just a couple of the numerous ways
technology is changing the landscape.
QUESTION: Komatsu Chairman and
CEO Rod Schrader serves on the
board of the Associated Equipment
Manufacturers (AEM) and you are on its
I Make America committee. Why is this
involvement important?
ANSWER: These groups are comprised of
individuals and companies who advocate

Mike Gidaspow, Director, Sales and Marketing, U.S. Central and Canadian Regions, says technology will
continue to play an ever-increasing role in construction machinery, including GPS grading systems, such
as Komatsu’s intelligent Machine Control.
for common causes. For instance, AEM
has all types of manufacturers, including
our competitors, who want to bring
awareness to issues such as increased
infrastructure investment. We know we
have a stronger voice, and, if we work
together, we can hopefully get Congress
to pass meaningful legislation that has a

positive effect on the country, such as
better roads, bridges and utility systems.
Another area we are supporting is
increased investment in workforce
development, so we can get the
word out that manufacturing and
construction are great, well-paying
career choices.
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SERVING YOU BETTER

ALL IN ONE PLACE
MYKOMATSU WEB-BASED SOLUTION SIMPLIFIES
FLEET MANAGEMENT AND E-COMMERCE

Operation
Status

Manuals

Telematics

Parts

Rizwan Mirza, Komatsu Manager, Telematics,
Products & Services Division

site where it’s organized in a standard
way. We responded with MyKomatsu, a
complimentary web-based solution that
integrates many legacy systems to deliver
intelligence that assists customers in
running their businesses.”

ACTIONABLE RESOURCES AT
YOUR FINGERTIPS

Tom Hergenreder, Komatsu Marketing Manager, Parts
Fleet management is essential to machine
health, ensuring maximum uptime and,
in turn, production. Keeping track of data
across multiple job sites and ordering
maintenance items through various online
platforms can make it a challenge.
“Quick access to critical information
is vital,” said Rizwan Mirza, Komatsu
Manager, Telematics, Products &
Services Division. “Customers told us
they wanted to be able to access their
fleet data at any time, from a single
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MyKomatsu enables users to visualize
and evaluate their assets with fleetwide or
equipment-specific information from any
device and order Komatsu Genuine Parts.
“Combining parts ordering capabilities
and telematics allows customers to
monitor machine conditions and quickly
order parts when needed,” said Tom
Hergenreder, Komatsu Marketing
Manager, Parts.
Hergenreder added that ordering parts
is easy with checkout similar to that of
online shopping sites. “Customers receive
a tracking number to keep tabs on the
order. With flexible shipping options, they
can conveniently have their parts delivered
virtually anywhere, including directly to

their job sites or have
them waiting at their local
distributor’s parts counter.”
Fleets can be viewed on a
map or list and highlighted with
quick statistics from the past day, week
or month. “Starting from a fleet view,
users can easily check the performance
of their fleet or an individual machine,”
Mirza explained.
“Working hours, fuel, idle time, working
modes, CARE reports, standard and
extended warranty details, recommended
parts lists based on machine hours and
more are available,” added Hergenreder.
“The parts recommendation feature makes
it easier to quickly identify the maintenance
items that are coming due for service
without the need for extensive searching.”
Customers can register for a complimentary
account on the MyKomatsu website
(MyKomatsu.komatsu). After inputting
some details, a notice is sent to the local
distributor who provides the customers with
access. Once activated, users can begin to
reap the benefits.
“We are working to add customers’
competitive machines to be able to track
them, too,” said Mirza. “This really does
simplify fleet management, marrying it with a
simplified e-commerce. We are also working
on a mobile app with the same features,
which will be available in the near future for
both Android and Apple devices.”

DESIGN INNOVATION

NEXT GENERATION
INTELLIGENT MACHINE CONTROL 2.0 INCREASES DOZER PRODUCTIVITY
WITH GRASS-TO-GRADE AUTOMATICS

Derek Morris, Komatsu Product Marketing Manager,
intelligent Machine Control
Construction companies are always
seeking ways to boost production.
The combination of today’s
equipment and technology elevates
the ability to do so like never before.
“Aftermarket GPS add-on systems
started the trend toward automated
grading, and we built on that with
the first generation of our integrated
intelligent Machine Control (iMC)
dozers,” said Derek Morris, Komatsu
Product Marketing Manager, intelligent
Machine Control. “Now, we’re
introducing the second generation
with products that deliver iMC 2.0.”
Morris describes iMC 2.0 as a suite
of productivity features that utilize
advanced machine technology to
improve dozer production. It debuted
at CONEXPO and was previewed on
the D71PXi-24, Komatsu’s newest
and largest hydrostatic dozer to date.
The D71 will be available later this
year, and iMC 2.0 will be available on
other dozers later this year as well.

Komatsu introduced intelligent Machine Control 2.0 during CONEXPO and previewed the D71PXi-24,
which features the second-generation technology. The system allows operators to run fully automatic from
first to last pass with key features that boost productivity by up to 60%.
One of the key attributes of iMC 2.0
is the previously introduced patentpending proactive dozing control that
automatically cuts and strips from
existing terrain like an experienced
operator, 100% of the time. During
operation, the dozer measures the
terrain it tracks and uses the tracklevel data to plan the next pass,
making it 60% more productive than
previous-generation iMC models,
according to Komatsu.

IMPROVED AUTOMATION
New features of iMC 2.0 include
patent-pending lift layer control, which
automatically spreads fill from existing
terrain with one press of a button.
Much like proactive dozing control,
this option also tracks the terrain and
uses that data to plan the next pass,

which doubles production and achieves
consistent layers for quality compaction.
Tilt steering control automatically tilts the
blade to maintain straight travel during
rough dozing, reducing the need for
operator steering input by 80%.
Quick surface creation creates a
temporary design surface with one
press of the button. When combined
with other iMC 2.0 functions, operators
can begin stripping or spreading using
automatic without waiting – or the
need – for a complex 3D model.
“iMC 2.0 uses a new system
architecture to deliver automatics
from grass to grade,” said Morris. “It
really is the next evolution of iMC and
further enhances operators’ ability to
increase production.”
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MAINTENANCE NOTES

ENSURE PROPER GREASING
ADDING AN AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION SYSTEM CAN SUSTAIN
VITAL COMPONENTS’ PERFORMANCE, LONGEVITY

Scott Ruderman, Komatsu Product Marketing Manager
Automatic lubricating systems for trucks, wheel loaders and excavators are pre-installed or come as
field-install kits for equipment already in the field. The systems ensure greasing at recommended intervals
to maximize component performance and longevity.
possibility by dispersing a metered amount
of grease to each individual point at set
intervals during operation.”

EASY TO USE

Dan Varon, Graco Market Specialist

Proper greasing completed at recommended
intervals is vital to the performance and
longevity of components. Komatsu Product
Marketing Manager Scott Ruderman
emphasized that one way to stay on schedule
is with an automatic lubrication system.
“Equipment has several grease points, and
it takes time to manually hit them all,” said
Ruderman. “In some cases, those tasks are
done multiple times a day. The chance of
missing one can potentially be very costly. An
automatic lubrication system eliminates that
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Ruderman said systems from Komatsuallied vendors, such as Graco, should be
considered. They are pre-installed on new
machines or come as a field-install kit for
equipment already in the field. Working
together, the two companies ensured that a
Graco automatic lubrication system meets
Komatsu’s recommended grease intervals.
“Ideally, once it’s set to Komatsu’s
recommendation, no additional adjustment
is needed,” said Dan Varon, Graco Market
Specialist. “However, you can manually
regulate the amount of grease. For example,
if operators notice that they are raising
the dump body more than usual, they can
increase the interval for that individual point.”
Varon added that newer Graco systems,
such as the one used with a Komatsu
HD605 haul truck, have enhanced

features. Its GLC X controller and Auto
Lube™ app are Bluetooth-enabled for
remote condition monitoring and data
logging. Information can be tracked via
the smartphone app and exported to a
common data file for maintenance records.
Additional components include the new
Compact Dyna-Star® pump that reduces
weight, increases platform space and has
continuous level monitoring.
Wheel loaders and excavators use a
GLC™ 2200 controller to control the pump
and monitor the level of grease and system
performance. Working in conjunction
with the controller is Graco’s G3™ pump,
featuring an 8-liter translucent reservoir with
stir paddle and a low-level monitoring switch.
The series progressive system feeds a set of
divider valves to deliver the predetermined
volume of grease to each point.
“Both systems have convenient groundlevel ports for refilling the reservoir quickly
without the need to climb on the machine,”
Ruderman noted.
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“THEY JUST WORK
BETTER!”
A TRUSTED NAME.

“At Selge Construction, we’re a family business. We’ve constructed a wide
range of projects, built on a foundation of integrity, industry knowledge and
quality workmanship. Selge has gained respect throughout the Midwest for
the highest quality work built in the safest way possible. Komatsu builds
a quality product that performs as promised and helps us get the job
done. That’s why Komatsu works for me!”

Marv Selge / Selge Construction, Inc. / Niles, MI

That’s why I am Komatsu
komatsuamerica.com
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GIVING BACK

HUNGER ASSISTANCE
KOMATSU SUPPORTS FEEDING AMERICA AS NATIONAL PARTNER
IN COVID-19 RESPONSE EFFORTS, DONATING FUNDS TO FOOD BANKS

Rod Schrader, Chairman and CEO,
Komatsu North America

More than 37 million Americans
face hunger each year. Recently, as
the COVID-19 pandemic pushed
millions more into food insecurity,
Komatsu’s North American business
units partnered with Feeding
America, the nation’s largest
domestic hunger-relief organization,
to donate up to $250,000 to support
the organization.
“The hunger crisis grew quickly
in the face of COVID-19,” said
Rod Schrader, Chairman and CEO
of Komatsu’s North American
operations. “We are honored to
partner with Feeding America
to support their work to rapidly
scale to meet the rising needs of
our communities.”
In May, Feeding America predicted
that its network of local food banks
would need an additional $1.4 billion
during a six-month period to

Komatsu’s North American business units partnered with Feeding America, donating up to $250,000 to the
organization’s efforts to provide food assistance to those facing hunger. “We are honored to partner with
Feeding America to support their work to rapidly scale to meet the rising needs of our communities,” said
Rod Schrader, Chairman and CEO of Komatsu’s North American operations.

provide food assistance to people facing
hunger – a 30% increase to the nonprofit
organization’s operating costs. The
network of 200 food banks works with
more than 60,000 soup kitchens, food
pantries, churches and other community
organizations to deliver food, even in the
midst of a global pandemic.
“Feeding America is grateful to Komatsu
and its employees for their generous
support of our neighbors who face
hunger during these uncertain times,”
said Lauren Bierdron, Vice President
of Corporate Partnerships at Feeding
America. “Their donation will help food
banks serve communities hit the hardest
by the COVID-19 pandemic.”

MATCHING EMPLOYEE DONATIONS
Komatsu America Corp., Komatsu
Mining Corp., Modular Mining and
Hensley Industries – all North America
subsidiaries of Komatsu Ltd. – are
joining together in the effort. The
business units are donating $150,000
and are providing a two-for-one match
of employee donations up to $50,000.
The companies are dedicating
an additional $100,000 to local
organizations in the communities in
which they operate throughout North
America to support specific charitable
efforts and needs in the areas of medical
supplies and support, food insecurity
and community funds.
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CONSTRUCTION CAREERS

MINIMIZING DOWNTIME
TRAVIS HESELTINE LOVES THE DAILY VARIETY, CHALLENGE
THAT COME WITH INSIDE PARTS SALES CAREER

Travis Heseltine, Inside Parts Sales

While some tasks are occasionally
repeated, no two days are ever exactly the
same for Travis Heseltine, who handles
inside parts sales for a Komatsu distributor.

Travis Heseltine looks up a part on his distributor’s inventory. “I enjoy what I do, or I would not have stayed
with it this long,” said Heseltine of inside sales. “The equipment industry is great, and parts are a critical
piece of the puzzle. You can’t fix machines without them. I love the day-to-day activity and the interactions
with co-workers and customers alike. I’m glad I found this job and made a career out of it.”

“It’s hard to believe such variety after
21 years in a parts department, but that’s
a great advantage to this job,” emphasized
Heseltine. “Sure, there are some jobs I do
on a routine basis to keep things in proper
working order; however, I never have that
sense of ‘here we go again’ doing the
same thing over and over, day after day.”

order by phone or online, we can find what
they need in seconds after a few mouse
clicks. I put the order together and send it
to the warehouse for them to pull the part
or parts to be ready for pick up, delivery
or shipping.”

Working in a parts department has been
the one constant in Heseltine’s life since he
joined the distributor in 1999 after serving
in the U.S. Army for five years. While in
the service, he was a radio operator and
worked with computers and automation.
“That training fit right into the current parts
world, which has become increasingly
automated,” Heseltine pointed out. “When
I started, parts books on CD were the
big thing. Now, pretty much everything is
online. Today, when a customer places an
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PRIORITY ON SPEED, AFFORDABILITY
Heseltine helps locate and secure parts
for both internal use – which includes
the distributor’s shop – and for external
customers either through his company’s
warehouse locations or directly from
the inventories of Komatsu and
other manufacturers.
“The sooner we can get machines back into
production the better, and that’s why most
common items are kept in stock, in addition
to a large inventory of replacement parts,”
Heseltine explained. “If we don’t have

something, in most instances, we can get it
in fairly short order. I try for the fastest, most
cost-effective means for the customer.”
A case in point involved a recent order
from a mine for radiator coolers. Heseltine
worked with a freight company to ensure
delivery of the coolers to the customer
within its specific time frame.
“It was a challenge, but anytime you
deliver for the customer and make them
happy, it’s a good feeling,” said Heseltine.
“I enjoy what I do, or I would not have
stayed with it this long. The equipment
industry is great, and parts are a critical
piece of the puzzle. You can’t fix machines
without them. I love the day-to-day activity
and the interactions with co-workers and
customers alike. I’m glad I found this job
and made a career out of it.”

YOUR SOURCE FOR USED EQUIPMENT

2015 KOMATSU D61PX-23

2015 KOMATSU GD655-5

2015 KOMATSU HM300-5

2014 KOMATSU PC360LC-10

2015 KOMATSU WA380-7

2014 KOMATSU D65PX-17

Unit #: 10161946
Hours: 5,465
Price: $94,100

Unit #: 10155944
Hours: 6,126
Price: $130,200

Unit #: 10148076
Hours: 6,729
Price: $99,200

Unit #: 10168783
Hours: 6,182
Price: $186,500

Unit #: 10151631
Hours: 5,254
Price: $109,100

Unit #: 10152478
Hours: 6,275
Price: $96,100

H&E Equipment Services has a large selection of used equipment.
CMYK 100-90-0-0
Warranty and financing are available on most units.

Diverse Lineup

•

Large Inventory

•

Well Maintained

•

Quality Used Equipment

VISIT HE-EQUIPMENT.COM/USED OR CALL 877-700-7368 TODAY!
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